Travel in Bangladesh: Interesting places to visit in Bangladesh

Present day Bangladesh has a long history
in its cultures. The land, the rivers, and the
lives of the Bengali people formed a rich
heritage with marked differences from
neighboring regions. It has evolved over
the centuries and encompasses the cultural
diversity of several social groups of
Bangladesh. The Bengal Renaissance of
the 19th and early 20th centuries noted
Bengali writers, saints, authors, scientists,
researchers, thinkers, music composers,
painters, and film-makers have played a
significant role in the development of
Bengali culture. The Bengal Renaissance
contained the seeds of a nascent political
Indian nationalism and was the precursor in
many ways to modern Indian artistic and
cultural expression. The culture of
Bangladesh is composite and over the
centuries has assimilated influences of
Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Islam, and
Christianity. It is manifested in various
forms, including music, dance, and drama;
art and craft; folklore and folktale;
languages and literature; philosophy and
religion; festivals and celebrations; as well
as in a distinct cuisine and culinary
tradition. Bangladesh can be proud of its
rich ancient civilization. In the past this
was avery rich and developed region.
Travelers like Fa Xien in the 5th century,
Hieun Tsang in the 7th century, Marco
Polo & Ibne Batuta in the 14th century, Mu
Huang in the 15th century and Zaheed Beg
in the 17th century all left their impressions
glorifying this place. They all were
impressed by the general prosperity of the
land and its wealthy cities with their
palaces, temples and gardens. At present
there are several sites in Bangladesh where
you can still see some of those relics.
Among these Paharpur, Gaud & Puthia in
Rajshahi, Mahasthan in Bogra, Kantajees
Temples in Dinajpur, Satgambuj in Khulna
and Moinamoti in Comilla are most
prominent
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City. 484 reviews. Shahid Minar Dhaka City. Ratargul Swamp Forest Sylhet City. Ahsan Manzil - 4 min - Uploaded by
COOL CHANNELBeautiful Bangladesh . Top 10 beautiful places in bangladesh In this article, youll find some of the
must visiting tourist attractions in Dhaka which you should not miss while visiting Bangladesh. If you are interested in
visitingOne trip to Dhaka, and youll never forget it I assure you of that! Khulna or Mongla, Bagerhat offers a couple of
impressive Mosques and the famous tomb of Khan Jahan Ali. There you go folks, five of Bangladeshs most awesome
sites. At 125km, Coxs Bazar is the longest natural beach in the world, and a popular Bangladeshi tourist spot. Beyond
the built-up main town, - 7 min - Uploaded by Top BloopTop 15 Outstanding Places to Visit in Bangladesh. Top Bloop
Our top travelling places - 2 min - Uploaded by Social BubblePlanning to visit Bangladesh? Check out our Bangladesh
Travel Guide video and see top Kuakata is located in the southern part of Bangladesh. The panoramic view of the sea
beach and the beautiful tourist attractions in and round Kuakata makes itI mean, could you honestly tell me 2 things
about Bangladesh? Could you point it out Its over populated. Its lacking good infrastructure and tourist attractions.Best
places to visit in Bangladesh. Sundarbans Mangrove Forest. Sundarbans in the largest mangrove forest on earth and a
UNESCO world heritage site. Chittagong Hill-Tracts. Chittagong Hill-Tracts area is a naturally beautiful place full of
beautiful hills. Srimangal. Rangamati. Paharpur. St. Martins Island. Gaur. Explore Bangladesh holidays and discover the
best time and places to visit. main attractions you want to make sure you visit, you can tell your tour operator inBook
your tickets online for the top things to do in Bangladesh on TripAdvisor: See 9590 traveler reviews and photos of
Bangladesh tourist attractions. Find what - 4 min - Uploaded by Top10BDThis is list of Top ten tourist natural Places in
subscribe us for more One of the most beautiful countries in the world, Bangladesh truly The country is east of India
and is full of amazing travel destinations from itsHere are the best places to visit in Bangladesh: Coxs Bazar. Source:
wikipedia. Coxs Bazar. Spilling out into the Bay of Bengal is Coxs Bazar, an area covered in salty fishing skiffs and
bustling jetties. 15 Best Places to Visit in Bangladesh: Coxs Bazar: wikipedia. The Sundarbans: flickr. Dhaka: flickr.
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